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I presented my Final Bachelor Project Mouthfeel as part
of the 4TU Design United exhibition

I conducted a speculative workshop about future foods
and possible functionalities of robotic-smart foods

I created and cooked a 7-course dinner for 30
attendees, where each dish represented an emotion 

I was invited to the online exhibition and gave various
presentations about 3D food printing

Dutch Design Week 2019, The Netherlands 
 Exhibiting Mouthfeel project | October 2019

Workshop about Future Foods | October 2019

Emotional Alchemy Dinner with TINT, The Netherlands 
 Food Designer & Chef | November 2019

Dutch Design Week 2020, The Netherlands 
 Exhibiting Printec Bites project | October 2020

EDUCATION & WORK EXPERIENCE

EVENTS & EXHIBITIONS

I am a proactive, self-directed learner, who aims to incorporate multidisciplinary knowledge in her work. I
combine novel techniques from food science with knowledge from industry to manipulate the physical and
material properties of food using additive manufacturing. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Fused Deposition Modelling 
Multi Material Printing
3D Modeling 
Parametric Modeling
Food&Cell Laboratory Skills
Literature Research
Qualitative&Quantitative
Research Methods
Mechanical Characterization
Techniques 
Sensory Panel Evaluations
Rheological Analysis
Presentation Skills
Communication Skills

SPECIALIZATIONS

LANGUAGE SKILLS
Russian : Native Speaker
English: Near Native
Dutch: Good command
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www.margaritak.com
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I learned the basics of material processing, molecular
sciences, device engineering and the properties of
material into device functionalities. I also gained
experience in fabricating such devices.

Multidisciplinary project with chemical engineering
students on creating pastes composed of insects for
3D printing snacks.  I learned about multi-material
printing, personalized nutrition, structural design and
basic principles of molecular food chemistry. 

I learned about health risk factors associated with
bacteria and pesticides present in food and ways to
scientifically access those risks. I also gained insights
into the shared responsibilities of stakeholders
involved in the food chain and food processing 

I learned about micronutrients and what role they play
in one’s diet, as well as the impact of nutrition (and
malnutrition) on one’s health.

Device Integrated Responsive Materials Course
MSc Chemical Engineering | TU/e

Innovation Space Project: Innovation&Entrepreneurship 
MSc Innovation space | TU/e

Nutrition and Health: Food Safety
Online Course  | WUR

Nutrition and Health: Micronutrients and Malnutrition
Online Course | WUR

RELATED COURSES & PROJECTS
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"BACON"
EXCHANGE PROJECT AT THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY ENGINEERING, SDU

PROJECTS OVERVIEW

Development of multi-material print that reacts to direct heat by changing its shape, as bacon would. I used
a variety of plant-based hydrogels and combined them via  3D printing in a pattern resembling a bacon
structure

Bacon undergoes various changes and chemical reactions when it is prepared in a frying pan. Due to its
complex structure and composition (fat, connective tissues, muscle, blood), it curls and shrinks when direct
heat is applied. Fat melts, muscle contracts and browns undergoing Maillard reaction, meaning that amino
acids and sugars react to heat forming complex flavour and aromas. These aroma compounds create the
distinguished smell of bacon. Some of them are produced or enhanced during the Maillard reactions, others
appear due to the melting of fat and degradation of sugars. This behaviour illustrates several chemical and
physical changes in bacon composition. The smell and visual change act as an indicator that it is cooked
(browned and crisped). 
 I aim to create a plant-based alternative with a similar reaction to frying. Meaning I am pre-programming the
material's response to heat. The pre-programming of the shape change is achievable by choosing materials
with a specific reaction to the environmental stimuli. It is important to understand material composition to
control and manipulate shape transformation. Therefore I used a variety of hydrogels to create a product
resembling bacon texture, structure and flavour.



SMART GELS
EXCHANGE PROJECT AT THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY ENGINEERING, SDU

PROJECTS OVERVIEW

Printing edible hydrogels are preprogrammed to change shape in the water

The food sector has been showing interest in interactive and shape-changing foods, potentially it can
improve transportation efficiency, contribute to new products developments, enhance eating and cooking
experiences. However, normal foods (cookie doughs, purees, meat pastes etc) are quite difficult to 4D print,
because they are unstable and complex since the majority of pastes consist of more than one ingredient. 
Therefore, hydrogels as a material to design shape-changing foods were explored during this
project.
Considering that gelatine is highly water absorbent, the swelling ratio was taken as the main trigger for
shape transformations. We created several patterns with gelatine and non-soluble fibre, ethylcellulose,
which would undergo shape change when submerged in water.   
The aim of this project was to investigate how gelatine concentration, cross-linkage and bloom strength
would affect the shape change and the time taken for it to occur. My experiments would support researchers
in understanding what factors affect the shape transformations, how they can be improved and further
manipulated.



TEXTURE
RESEARCH INTERNSHIP AT TNO

PROJECTS OVERVIEW

This research project aimed to investigate how the different structure designs would influence the
rheological and psycho-rheological properties of a 3D printed shortbread cookie.

This research project investigated the impact of 3D printed structures on the texture and the product
experience.  Currently, the main way to change the rheological properties of the food product is by adjusting
the recipe. However, little research has been conducted on changing the texture of a product by
manipulating its internal structure.  
I created various designs of parametric structures, which in combination with different post-processing
methods, impacted the textural attributes of the snack bar such as solidness, hardness, and crumbliness. To
establish the textural difference between a variety of 3D printed bars, the rheological and the psycho-
rheological properties were compared. This research was conducted as a part of a larger project for the
Dutch Ministry of Defense. The long-term aim is to enable soldiers to personalize their bars based on taste,
texture preference and nutritional needs. The conducted research contributed to the main project by
investigating the possibilities of personalizing the texture preferences.



PRINTEC BITES
MULTI-DISCIPLINARY PROJECT 

PROJECTS OVERVIEW

Taking personalized diets to the next level by 3D printing personalized foods from alternative and
sustainable nutrients sources

In this project involving chemical engineering and industrial design students, prospects of 3D printing
technology such as the creation of new textures, personalized foods, and the use of alternative ingredients
were investigated. The designed bar was made from an alternative protein source, namely insects. Insects
are considered to be one of the most sustainable protein sources and can be digested well by the human
body. By using aqueous extraction, insect powder was separated into fat and proteins (the nutrients insects
are rich in), to create protein-rich and fat-rich pastes. These pastes were 3D printed into bars with
personalized nutritional value. 
The project targeted consumers with specific nutrition requirements, such as soldiers, athletes and
astronauts. For these user groups, the food intake directly influences their physical performance, which at
some moments can be crucial. Printec Bites can be used as a nutritional bar substituting a meal in extreme
situations (soldiers travelling from base to base) or as a supplement snack to obtain the necessary nutrients
throughout the day (athletes).



MOUTHFEEL
FINAL BACHELOR PROJECT 

PROJECTS OVERVIEW

A texture-modified snack that fully dissolves once in the mouth,  created specifically for people with
chewing and swallowing disorders 

Mouthfeel is a texture changing snack for people suffering from dysphagia. The dysphagia sufferers
experience difficulties when swallowing and chewing food. Therefore, their diet consists of soft and liquid
foods. Lack of textures variety causes loss of appetite followed by malnutrition.   
The aim of this individual project was to develop a food that would provide diverse mouth experiences. The
developed snack brings back the pleasure of eating, by providing unique mouthfeels (popping, tickling,
crunchiness) and changing texture in the mouth (the snack is initially solid but fully dissolves in the mouth). It
was created using 3D printing technology and molecular food science techniques. The final product is fully
dissolvable and meets the International Dysphagia Diet Standardization framework requirements for safe
food. The different techniques can be used together (in a snack) or individually to enhance daily meals.


